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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Determining optimal treatment
for moderate plaque psoriasis can be challeng-
ing. Recent studies have demonstrated the
effectiveness of calcipotriol and betamethasone
dipropionate (Cal/BD) foam in patients with
moderate-to-severe plaque psoriasis.
Methods: This research explored the use of
Cal/BD foam in patients with beyond-mild
psoriasis (defined as patients eligible for topical
treatment, systemic treatment, or combined
topical/systemic treatments) using an online
questionnaire, retrospective medical-record
review, and by capturing the attitudes and

treatment approaches of dermatology
specialists.
Results: Data from 409 patients with beyond-
mild psoriasis treated with Cal/BD foam were
provided by 120 dermatology specialists from
Germany, Spain, and the UK. Cal/BD foam was
prescribed as monotherapy for most (58%)
patients and was considered to be effective.
Cal/BD foam was infrequently used in combi-
nation with biologics (7%) in this segment; 26%
of patients received Cal/BD foam in combina-
tion with a non-biologic systemic treatment.
Cal/BD foam prescribers generally use topical
agents to bridge the waiting time to
non-biologic/biologic systemic treatment, and
as an add-on to systemic treatment for residual
lesions.
Conclusions: In patients with beyond-mild
psoriasis, the most commonly prescribed topi-
cal medication was Cal/BD foam, which was
regarded as an effective treatment. Further
research is needed to determine optimal use of
Cal/BD foam in these patients.

Keywords: Calcipotriol/betamethasone dipro-
pionate aerosol foam; Real-world experience;
Systemic therapy; Topical therapy
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Key Summary Points

Why carry out this study?

Determining optimal treatment for
moderate plaque psoriasis can be
challenging.

While there are clear treatment pathways
for mild and severe psoriasis, there exists a
gray area between these two ends of the
spectrum where optimal patient
management is uncertain.

This research explores the use of
calcipotriol and betamethasone
dipropionate (Cal/BD) foam in patients
within this gray area using an online
questionnaire, retrospective medical-
record review, and by capturing the
attitudes and treatment approaches of
dermatology specialists.

What was learned from the study?

Within the study population, Cal/BD
foam was prescribed as monotherapy for
(58%) patients and was considered to be
effective.

Prescribers also used topical agents to
bridge the waiting time to non-biologic/
biologic systemic treatment, and as an
add-on to systemic treatment for residual
lesions.

Healthcare professionals in this research
believed that the availability of
increasingly efficacious topical treatments
has widened the pool of patients eligible
for such treatment. Giving patients the
choice of an alternative treatment for
psoriasis supports a ‘‘patient-centered’’
approach, which may enhance treatment
adherence.

DIGITAL FEATURES

This article is published with digital features,
including a summary slide, to facilitate under-
standing of the article. To view digital features
for this article go to https://doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.13705378.

INTRODUCTION

Psoriasis is a systemic inflammatory disease
primarily involving skin and joints affecting up
to 4% of the European population [1], most of
whom present with chronic plaque psoriasis [2].
Psoriasis can profoundly impact patient quality
of life (QoL), with patients often experiencing
bothersome physical symptoms and significant
psychosocial burden [3, 4]. Despite the consid-
erable prevalence and burden of plaque psoria-
sis, determining the most appropriate treatment
for patients—especially those with moderate
psoriasis—can be challenging. While there are
clear treatment pathways for mild and severe
psoriasis, there exists a gray area between these
two ends of the spectrum where optimal patient
management is uncertain. This could be
because of variation in treatment guidelines
relating to when systemic therapies should be
started, and variations in the definition of
‘‘moderate’’ plaque psoriasis [5–10].

Most treatment guidelines recommend topi-
cal therapies for mild and mild-to-moderate
psoriasis, either as monotherapy or as adjunc-
tive therapy where psoriasis is not fully con-
trolled by other treatments [5–10]. When used
as an adjunct, topical therapies may either be
given as multi-therapy (multiple topical thera-
pies, normally used on different body locations)
or as adjunctive therapy (with systemic treat-
ments). Systemic treatments are recommended
for use in patients with moderate-to-severe or
severe psoriasis [5–10]. Given the overlap in
guidelines for moderate plaque psoriasis,
patients in this group may be eligible for either
topical and/or systemic treatment.

The American Academy of Dermatology
classifies moderate psoriasis as that which
affects from at least 5% to less than 10% of body
surface area (BSA), while European guidelines
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classify moderate-to-severe psoriasis as that
which affects more than 10% of BSA [5, 9].
However, additional factors can affect disease
severity and its classification. For example,
psoriasis can be more severe when sensitive
body sites, such as face, genitals, and scalp, are
involved [10, 11]. These limitations in classifi-
cation and unclear definition of moderate pla-
que psoriasis result in considerable variation in
the treatment decisions of specialists in
dermatology.

Topical therapies for psoriasis have evolved
over time, reflecting advances in the under-
standing of disease pathogenesis [12], but there
is sparse information on the potential effec-
tiveness of these agents in moderate or
moderate–severe psoriasis. Among newer topi-
cal therapies is calcipotriol and betamethasone
dipropionate (Cal/BD) foam, approved for the
treatment of plaque psoriasis in adults. It is a
fixed-dose formulation of Cal/BD 50 lg/g
? 0.5 mg/g cutaneous foam (Enstilar�, LEO
Pharma A/S, Denmark), applied once daily [13].
Studies have demonstrated superior efficacy of
Cal/BD foam in the treatment of plaque psori-
asis over fixed-combination formulation gel and
ointment, as well as over the individual active
ingredients of the foam base [14–16].

We aim to investigate data from patients
eligible for topical treatment, systemic treat-
ment, or combined topical/systemic treatments,
excluding patients with mild psoriasis where
guidelines are clear. This population includes
mainly patients with moderate psoriasis, but
also some patients with severe psoriasis as they
may benefit from add-on topical therapy (see
Table 1 for patient selection criteria). To
describe this population, the expression ‘‘be-
yond-mild’’ psoriasis was defined by three pso-
riasis specialists, in collaboration with LEO
Pharma and a market research company (Cello
Health Insight, London, UK), following a review
of the academic literature. The literature review
selected studies with the following characteris-
tics: patients with moderate to severe disease;
more than 50 patients; treatment either avail-
able or with potential to be licensed by the
European Medicines Agency. More weight was
given to studies with an active comparator (not

placebo/vehicle), and informative severity
measures and outcomes.

In addition, we aim to investigate opinions
from dermatology healthcare professional
(HCP) specialists to understand current treat-
ment regimens and specialist opinions relating

Table 1 Criteria for patient chart selection

Characteristics

C 18 years of age

Diagnosed with chronic plaque psoriasis and no other

forms of psoriasis present. Affected areas must have

included trunk and/or limbs

Under the respondent’s current direct care

Not currently part of a clinical trial

Initiateda on Cal/BD foam (solely, or in addition to,

another topical or systemic [biologic/non-biologic])

treatment by the HCP and had a follow-up

appointment 1–3 months later

Could have been treatment-naı̈ve before initiation of

Cal/BD foam

Eligible for either a topical, systemic (biologic/non-

biologic) treatment, or combined topical/systemic

treatment regimen at the point of initiating Cal/BD

foam

If received topical steroid monotherapy prior to Cal/BD

foam, must have required additional treatment to

topical steroid monotherapy to control psoriasis

If received systemic/phototherapy/biologic therapy

prior to Cal/BD foam, must have had no response or

partial response only (defined as\ 75% change in

PASI)

If measured, PASI C 6 and B 20; BSA C 3%

and B 30%; PGA[ 1 (or not ‘‘clear’’)

BSA body surface area, Cal/BD calcipotriol/betamethasone
dipropionate, HCP healthcare professional, PASI Psoriasis
Area and Severity Index, PGA Physician Global
Assessment
a ‘‘Initiated’’ refers to the first instance where Cal/BD
foam was received by the patient (this can be in addition to
another therapy)
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to the use of Cal/BD foam as a treatment option
for these patients.

METHODS

Research Design

In the retrospective, observational review of
medical records at clinical practices in Germany,
Spain, and the UK, participating specialists
(dermatologists and general practitioners with a
special interest [GPwSI] in dermatology) were
asked to complete four anonymized patient
record forms (PRFs) via a 40-min online self-
completion questionnaire. Their general atti-
tudes and treatment approaches regarding
beyond-mild psoriasis were also captured using
the online questionnaire. As such, specialists
provided data on three patient subgroups: (1)
beyond-mild patients treated with Cal/BD foam;
(2) the beyond-mild patient pool, which referred
to the caseload of patients who met the beyond-
mild criteria; and (3) the wider patient pool,
which referred to all patients with plaque pso-
riasis, regardless of severity.

The primary objective of this research was to
investigate data from patients with beyond-
mild psoriasis, together with opinions from
dermatology HCP specialists to understand
current treatment regimens and specialist
opinions relating to the use of Cal/BD foam as a
treatment option for these patients and to test
the following hypotheses:

1. Cal/BD foam is currently used as a
monotherapy in the beyond-mild setting.

2. Cal/BD foam is currently used in combina-
tion therapy with biologic systemic
treatments.

3. Specialists express a preference for Cal/BD
foam in specific patient subpopulations.

4. Cal/BD foam can prolong the use of topical
treatment before systemic treatment.

Healthcare Professionals

Dermatologists and GPwSI in dermatology who
treated patients with plaque psoriasis and who

wrote at least 10 prescriptions for Cal/BD foam
within the last 3 months for patients in the
beyond-mild psoriasis segment were invited to
participate in this research. The specialists had
to be responsible for making decisions regarding
psoriasis treatment and follow-up care and have
been in practice for more than 3 years and less
than 30 years, with 70% or more of their time
spent providing direct medical patient care.

Participating specialists were identified using
online panels and a supplementary telephone
participatory invitation. A purposive sampling
method was used to achieve a broadly repre-
sentative sample of specialists and of the
patients they treat.

Patient Data

Participating specialists were asked to review the
medical records of patients (aged at least
18 years) with beyond-mild plaque psoriasis,
under their direct care, who were prescribed
Cal/BD foam (as monotherapy or as an adjunct
to another topical or systemic therapy), and
who had at least one follow-up appointment
within 1–3 months after initiation.

Criteria for Patient Chart Selection

Patients with beyond-mild psoriasis were
defined as those eligible for either topical, sys-
temic, or combined topical/systemic treatment
and fulfilling 10 selection characteristics
(Table 1). Patients with Psoriasis Area and
Severity Index (PASI)[20 or BSA[30%, and
patients receiving systemics (biologic/non-
biologic) as monotherapy, were excluded.

Ethical Conduct of the Questionnaire

The names and other identifying information
about the specialists and the patient data they
provided were confidential, and not shared with
the study sponsor. Informed consent was
obtained from all HCPs, and the research was
conducted in accordance with guidelines/codes
of conduct regarding anonymity and confiden-
tiality from the Association of the British Phar-
maceutical Industry, the European
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Pharmaceutical Market Research Association,
the European Society for Opinion and Market-
ing Research, the Market Research Society, the
British Healthcare Business Intelligence Associ-
ation, and the European General Data Protec-
tion Regulation. Specialists were also informed
about the compensation for their time, that all
patient cases were anonymized, and that only
adults were to be included. As all patient cases
were anonymized, no personal data were retro-
spectively collected from available patient
charts, and no written informed consent was
required from patients. As such, approval by an
ethics committee or institutional review board
was not required.

Data Collection

Data were collected using structured question-
naires in English, Spanish, and German. The
questionnaires used data-gathering methodol-
ogy that involved a standard set of questions
asked in the same manner and order, providing
appropriate question flow and logic, based on
responses provided. Of note, local rules related
to market research resulted in a lower number
of PRFs of patients receiving Cal/BD foam in
the UK.

Statistical Analyses

Data were collected between 25 March 2019 and
22 April 2019, with the final data analyses per-
formed in May 2019. All data were analyzed
descriptively, and significance testing was per-
formed at a confidence interval of 95% (z test
for two proportions and t test for two means).
Testing assumed a non-overlapping sample;
therefore, results were not theoretical for a
sample with an overlapping sample. Through-
out the fieldwork and prior to conducting the
analysis, the quality of data was checked to
identify possible data entry errors.

RESULTS

A total of 120 specialists from clinical practices
in Germany, Spain, and the UK completed the

online questionnaire (Table 2). A minority of
dermatologists (13%) and GPwSI (26%) were
not invited to participate since they had not
met the criteria related to prescription of
Cal/BD foam to at least 10 beyond-mild patients
in the past 3 months (Table S1 in the supple-
mentary material).

The most common age of the specialists
interviewed was between 36 and 45 years (46%
in the UK, 46% in Spain, and 43% in Germany),
and the mean length of time they had been
practicing was 11.6 years (10.2 years in the UK,
11.0 years in Spain, and 13.6 years in Germany).

Overall, 409 Cal/BD foam PRFs were com-
pleted, consisting of 89 PRFs (22%) from the UK
and 160 PRFs (39%) each from Spain and Ger-
many. On average, nearly two-thirds (64%) of
the clinical caseload included patients with
beyond-mild psoriasis (UK, 77%; Spain, 58%;
and Germany, 57%). Over 60% of patients in
this research had psoriasis that affected either
their elbows (69%), arms (66%), legs (64%), or
back (60%).

Table 2 HCP participation: clinical practices in Ger-
many, Spain, and the UK

Germany Spain UK Total

GPs with a

special

interest in

dermatology

– – 10 10

Dermatologists 40 40 30 110

Total 40 40 40 120

Total number

(%) of

Cal/BD

foam PRFs

160 (39) 160 (39) 89a (22) 409 (100)

Cal/BD calcipotriol/betamethasone dipropionate, PRF
patient record form
a In the UK, respondents were asked to complete PRFs for
the last two patients initiated on Cal/BD foam and the last
two patients initiated on a non-biologic systemic therapy, for
compliance reasons. PRFs completed for non-biologic sys-
temic therapy in the UK where Cal/BD foam was used in
combination were added to the UK Cal/BD foam sample
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Current Topical Use in Beyond-Mild
Psoriasis

Almost all the specialists found it easy to iden-
tify beyond-mild psoriasis (89% selected either
‘‘somewhat agree’’, ‘‘agree’’, or ‘‘strongly agree’’).
Most specialists also stated that they prescribed
according to treatment guidelines for this
patient group (82% selected either ‘‘somewhat
agree’’, ‘‘agree’’, or ‘‘strongly agree’’).

Topical therapy was the most prescribed
treatment in beyond-mild patients (58% of
patients), followed by non-biologic systemic
therapy (42%) and biologic therapy (36%).
Topical therapy was frequently used as an
adjunct to increase efficacy of non-biologic
systemic therapy (70% of specialists do so
‘‘often’’ or ‘‘very often’’), but less frequently to
increase efficacy of biologic treatment (52%).
Topical therapy was also frequently prescribed
to bridge the waiting time until it is planned for
a patient to receive systemic therapy (non-bio-
logics, 64%; biologics, 63%).

The most prescribed topical therapy for
beyond-mild patients was Cal/BD foam; its use
was higher in beyond-mild patients (46%) than
the wider patient pool (37%; p = 0.007) (Fig. 1).
The next most commonly prescribed topical
therapy was Cal/BD gel (21% and 17% of
patients, respectively; p = 0.095). Most patients
who were started on Cal/BD foam had a PASI
score of 10 or 11 (73% of the PRFs had a PASI
recorded, and the mean PASI score was 10),
though patients did span the full range of the
beyond-mild PASI criteria (6–20).

Cal/BD Foam as a Monotherapy
in the Beyond-Mild Setting

The use of Cal/BD foam as monotherapy in
beyond-mild patients was high, as demon-
strated through the PRFs of patients treated
with Cal/BD foam (58% [236/409 patient
cases]). When Cal/BD foam was used as
monotherapy, the patients tended to be
younger (mean age 39 vs. 46 years; p\ 0.001;
Fig. 2a) and more recently diagnosed than when

Fig. 1 Use of topical therapies (monotherapy or multiple) for plaque psoriasis. Only products accounting for at least 4% of
topical treatments are shown
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used in combination therapy (mean time since
diagnosis 7 vs. 11 years; Fig. 2b). Patients treated
with Cal/BD foam monotherapy versus combi-
nation therapy were also more likely to have
less severe psoriasis as measured by PASI (10%
vs. 12%; p\0.001) and to have been treatment-
naı̈ve at initiation of Cal/BD foam (39% vs.
10%; p\0.001; Fig. 2c) compared with those
on adjunctive therapy. Specialists used Cal/BD
foam in all lines of therapy; its use was not
limited to second- or later-line treatment.

Use of Cal/BD Foam in Combination
with Biologic Systemic Treatments

Only 7% of patients on Cal/BD foam were using
it in combination with biologic systemic treat-
ments; however, if an adjunctive topical agent

was chosen, Cal/BD foam was the most com-
monly prescribed for beyond-mild patients
(68% of HCPs). When used as an adjunctive
therapy, Cal/BD foam was mostly used with
non-biologic systemic agents (26% of patients
on Cal/BD foam). For 42% (173/409) of beyond-
mild patients treated with Cal/BD foam, it is
either as part of multi-therapy (i.e., the use of
multiple topical treatments normally used on
different body locations) or as an adjunct to
systemic therapies (some patients may have
been on multiple therapies, receiving more than
one type of additional treatment to Cal/BD
foam). The non-biologic systemic therapy with
which Cal/BD foam was most commonly used
as an adjunct was methotrexate in the UK and
Spain (16% and 10% of cases, respectively), and
dimethyl fumarate in Germany (11% of cases)
(Fig. 3).

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2 Cal/BD foam used as monotherapy versus combi-
nation therapy: selected patient characteristics as based on
patient record forms. a Patient age; b time since diagnosis;
c treatment experience. *‘‘Combination’’ refers to patients

on multiple topical therapy with Cal/BD foam or receiving
more than one type of treatment (e.g., topical ? biologic).
Multiple topical therapy treatments are not necessarily
used on the same area. �Outliers removed
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HCP Preference in Specific Patient
Subpopulations

The most prescribed topical therapy for use as
an add-on to biologics in beyond-mild patients

was Cal/BD foam (by 68% of specialists). HCPs
cited overall efficacy (83%), tolerability (61%),
and improvement of patients’ QoL (57%) as
their reasons. Although the number of beyond-
mild patients who were prescribed biologic

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Treatments with which Cal/BD foam is used as an
adjunct (when prescribed as part of multi-therapy).
a Germany; b Spain; c UK. Cal/BD foam used as part
of combination treatment (e.g., biologic, non-biologic
systemic, and topical therapy) in 42% of patients. Multiple
topical therapy treatments were not necessarily used on the
same area. A patient may be included in two or more

groups in the combination therapy groups; hence, the total
percentage in the monotherapy and combination groups
may be greater than 100%. Treatments prescribed to more
than 1% of patients treated with Cal/BD foam shown.
Cal/BD calcipotriol and betamethasone dipropionate, IL
interleukin, TNF tumor necrosis factor
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therapy was relatively small (36%), almost all
specialists (97%) said they prescribed biologics
in beyond-mild psoriasis.

Specialists also prescribed topicals as an
alternative to non-biologic systemic therapy in
certain situations, such as patient preference
(51%), contraindication (50%), and to limit side
effects (26%) (Fig. 4). In these situations, Cal/BD
foam was prescribed by 68% of specialists; the
reasons given were overall efficacy (80%),

tolerability (76%), and improvement of
patients’ QoL (54%).

Cal/BD Foam as a Topical Treatment
Before Systemic Treatment

In patients where Cal/BD foam-containing reg-
imens were considered effective, specialists
reported they were able to postpone initiation
of systemic therapy for 21% of their patients.

(c)

Fig. 3 continued

Fig. 4 Healthcare professional reasons for prescribing topical therapies in relation to non-biologic systemic therapies. Values
of 2% or below are not shown
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Improved QoL (59%) and PASI scores (56%)
were considered to be the main indicators of
efficacy.

The majority (78%) of HCPs believed that
the advent of more efficacious topical treat-
ments resulted in a wider pool of patients who
can be treated adequately with topical treat-
ments alone. This finding was consistent with
the 59% of HCPs preferring to keep their
beyond-mild patients on topical treatments
alone when it was an option to do so. Moreover,
among their wider patient pool, 41% of patients
currently on topical monotherapy were con-
sidered eligible for, but had not been prescribed,
a systemic therapy (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

Cal/BD foam is a treatment for plaque psoriasis
that has been on the European market for
5 years and which appears to have greater effi-
cacy than Cal/BD ointment or gel formulations,
including for moderate-to-severe psoriasis [17].
This research gathered insights from HCP
experience on the use of Cal/BD foam for the
treatment of beyond-mild psoriasis. While there
are real-world data published in this area
[17–19], there is a need to share more clinical
experience of Cal/BD foam in the beyond-mild
segment.

Our research indicates that prescribers of
Cal/BD foam most commonly used this

treatment as monotherapy, and as adjunctive
therapy with non-biologic systemic therapies
for beyond-mild patients. It was used to a lesser
extent with other topical treatments in multi-
therapy and as an adjunct to biologic systemic
therapies.

Cal/BD Foam as a Monotherapy
in the Beyond-Mild Setting

Our research found evidence of monotherapy
use in the beyond-mild segment treated with
Cal/BD foam—an observation that is aligned
with findings from recent clinical studies, con-
firming the efficacy of Cal/BD foam in the
treatment of beyond-mild plaque psoriasis.
PSO-ABLE was a phase III, randomized study
assessing the response to Cal/BD foam and
Cal/BD gel in patients with mild-to-severe pso-
riasis involving less than 30% BSA, in which
Cal/BD foam demonstrated superior efficacy at
week 4 versus Cal/BD gel at week 8 [15]. Fur-
thermore, in a post hoc subgroup analysis of
this study, Paul et al. [15] investigated the effi-
cacy of either Cal/BD foam or gel in a subgroup
of patients with moderate-to-severe psoriasis
(BSA C 10%/PASI [excluding head]; modified
PASI [mPASI][10/DLQI[ 10) who were eligi-
ble for systemic therapy. Study results demon-
strated an overall reduction (64%) in mPASI
from baseline to week 12 in patients treated
with Cal/BD foam (monotherapy) [15], leading
the authors to hypothesize that topical

Fig. 5 Patients eligible for systemic therapies but maintained on topical therapies
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treatment might be a significant cost-saving
alternative to systemic therapy. In addition to
these study data, a matching-adjusted indirect
comparison of data from four pooled clinical
trials of Cal/BD foam with those from clinical
trials of non-biologic systemic therapies, such as
methotrexate, found that Cal/BD foam offered
superior outcomes [20].

Such findings are consistent with those from
real-world studies of Cal/BD foam use. A
prospective, observational study of Cal/BD
foam examined the efficacy and tolerability in
patients (N = 410) with plaque psoriasis ranging
from mild to severe, under daily practice con-
ditions. After 4 weeks of treatment, 43.33% of
patients with severe psoriasis (Investigator’s
Global Assessment [IGA] score = 4) met the
study criteria for treatment success, defined as
clear/almost clear lesions and at least a two-step
improvement in IGA [18]. In another prospec-
tive, observational study, 4 weeks of treatment
with Cal/BD foam not only provided a signifi-
cant improvement in PASI and Physician Global
Assessment (PGA) indices (p\0.001 for both)
but was also associated with a significant
reduction in mean pain intensity score
(p\ 0.001) in 75 patients with moderate-to-
severe plaque psoriasis [19]. In addition, a
review by Pinter et al. described a case study of a
patient with moderate-to-severe psoriasis (PASI
12, DLQI 14, BSA 13%), whose treatment his-
tory included an unsatisfactory response to
methotrexate during pre-screening for biologic
therapy. Following treatment with Cal/BD foam
(monotherapy), the patient reached PASI 75
improvement, along with complete resolution
of his itching. The patient was then started on
biologic treatment [14].

Cal/BD Foam in Combination Therapy
with Biologic Systemic Treatments

Among patients receiving Cal/BD foam in the
beyond-mild segment, a low proportion
received it in combination with biologics. This
finding is likely to be due to patients with more
severe psoriasis (PASI[20 or BSA[30%) who
are typically treated with biologics being
excluded from the study. Moreover, since

biologic therapy is the least frequently pre-
scribed in the beyond-mild segment, it is not
surprising to observe that use of Cal/BD foam as
adjunctive therapy to biologics was low.
Therefore, as this research evaluated patients
using Cal/BD foam (and not patients using
biologics), it should be noted that this finding is
not a reflection of the overall use of Cal/BD
foam in the segment of patients typically trea-
ted with biologics. However, Cal/BD foam has
been shown to improve treatment outcomes in
plaque psoriasis when used as an adjunct to
biologics. For example, enhanced outcomes
have been observed, in an open-label prospec-
tive study, among patients with chronic plaque-
type psoriasis with an inadequate response to
biologics following the addition of Cal/BD foam
to their treatment regimen [21].

HCP Preference in Specific Patient
Subpopulations

There was some evidence to support the
hypothesis that Cal/BD foam use was favored as
an add-on to biologic therapy and as an add-on
or alternative to non-biologic systemic therapy.
These findings are based on preferences and
behaviors observed in this research. Although
there is, for instance, evidence showing Cal/BD
foam in combination with apremilast to be well
tolerated and associated with improvements in
PASI, PGA, and Dermatology Life Quality Index
(DLQI) scores [22], further research is needed to
better understand HCP preference for Cal/BD
foam in specific populations, including as an
add-on to non-biologic systemic therapy.

Cal/BD Foam as a Topical Treatment
Before Systemic Treatment

There was limited evidence from the research to
support the hypothesis that Cal/BD foam can
prolong the use of topical treatment before
systemic treatment. HCPs indicated that they
believed the availability of more efficacious
topical therapies resulted in a wider patient pool
that can be treated with such therapies. This
finding is consistent with that seen in the PSO-
ABLE study subgroup analysis (as mentioned
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earlier), in which the study authors concluded,
on the basis of the observed efficacy of Cal/BD
foam in moderate-to-severe psoriasis, that
‘‘Cal/BD foam can be considered as a treatment
option in some patients withmoderate-to-severe
psoriasis who are potential candidates for
systemic therapy’’ [15]. A recent paper collecting
the opinion of an Italian expert panel concluded
that Cal/BD foam is the topical therapeutic
alternative that can change psoriasis treatment
approach for both mild and moderate psoriasis
[17].

Therefore, while it is our understanding that
HCPs do not wish to prolong or to add hurdles
to systemic treatment, our findings suggest that
Cal/BD foam has the potential to expand the
pool of patients with beyond-mild psoriasis
who are treated adequately without systemic
therapy. This type of prescribing behavior may
result in a cost–benefit advantage. It is, how-
ever, important to note that when the need for
systemic therapies for a patient has been iden-
tified, the initiation of such treatments should
not be postponed.

Strengths and Limitations

The questionnaire used in this research was
carefully designed and tested in a pilot phase
before fieldwork, to ensure that the questions,
language, and tasks were clear, and that appro-
priate vocabulary was used. Nevertheless, there
is a reliance on the HCP (and hence suscepti-
bility to human error) to correctly complete the
questionnaire. With this in mind, the ques-
tionnaire was designed to prompt participants if
the incorrect patient was selected.

The highly specific population evaluated
here allowed for detailed and specific examina-
tion of Cal/BD foam use in this patient segment.
While such a population was required to answer
the specific objectives of the research, only
including patients who had been prescribed
Cal/BD foam could be perceived as a limitation.
As such, the results here cannot be generalized
to other products (but such generalization was
not an objective of the research).

The use of biologic therapies may have been
underestimated in this sample of patients, since

data were derived from GPwSI, who are unable
to prescribe these agents, and from dermatolo-
gists, who may not necessarily work in psoriasis
referral centers. However, it should be noted
that patients with more severe psoriasis
(PASI[20 or BSA[ 30%) were not the focus of
this study and so the proportion of patients
receiving biologic therapy was not expected to
be high.

The participation of HCPs from Germany,
Spain, and the UK provided insights and
allowed comparison of Cal/BD foam use within
these three countries. The HCP selection criteria
employed in this study, requiring participants
to have written at least 10 prescriptions for Cal/
BD foam within the last 3 months, could be
perceived as another limitation. However, given
that 88% of dermatologists and 74% of GPwSI
were eligible to participate, the HCP selection
criteria did not jeopardize the representative
aspect of the sample in favor of prescribers of
Cal/BD foam. That said, this sample of three
countries, and the sampling method used (that
focused on a subpopulation of HCPs), mean
that the results can only very carefully be
extrapolated to patients with distinct treatment
patterns and to the behaviors of the European
market as a whole. While a key strength of the
study is that it provides an insight into the real-
world efficacy of Cal/BD foam, this approach
also introduces the variables and biases inher-
ent to real-world studies, and mentioned above,
that may be considered as limitations.

CONCLUSIONS

New topical options, such as Cal/BD foam, have
shown excellent results in patients with mild-
to-moderate psoriasis, thus reducing the use of
the various systemic options [14, 15, 18, 21].
This research investigated the current use of
Cal/BD foam in the moderate-to-severe patient
segment in clinical practice and clearly shows a
high use of monotherapy when using Cal/BD
foam to treat beyond-mild psoriasis. In addi-
tion, Cal/BD foam use as adjunctive therapy,
with non-biologic systemic treatments and, to a
lesser extent, biologic systemic therapies, was
noted.
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The HCPs reported high levels of satisfaction
when using Cal/BD foam, either as monother-
apy or adjunctive therapy. Moreover, HCPs in
this research believed that the availability of
increasingly efficacious topical treatments has
widened the pool of patients eligible for such
treatment. Giving patients the choice of an
alternative treatment for psoriasis supports a
‘‘patient-centered’’ approach, which may
enhance treatment adherence [23].

The potential cost–benefit implications
when using Cal/BD foam as a treatment for
beyond-mild psoriasis are yet to be determined.
It has been suggested that the use of Cal/BD
foam as opposed to systemic treatment may
result in cost savings [24]. Given that treatment
cost can impact an HCP’s choice of treatment,
further insights from real-world experience
would help determine the most effective use of
Cal/BD foam as a treatment option in this
patient segment.
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